
 

1. We want more local democracy and control for Amsterdam residents.  
We do this by introducing a system of open and apolitical neighborhood councils, releasing budgets 
for residents' initiatives, and making city referendums binding and stimulating them. We are also 
abolishing the position of mayor, protecting whistle-blowers, making all municipal consultations and 
documents public, and striving to abolish the undemocratic metropolitan region. We encourage 
Amsterdammers to unite in cooperatives, and we invest heavily in the local broadcasters.  

 

2. We are working toward a circular economy that is locally oriented.  
We want a minimum wage of 15€ per hour for all Amsterdam residents. Of course, the benefits will 
remain linked to this. We also make welfare as free as possible. We stop city marketing and 
participation in prestige projects, expand public ownership and bring utilities back into public hands.  

 

3. We address the housing crisis: houses are there to be lived in.  
We expropriate large property owners who practice malpractice, and take expropriated property into 
management as social housing. We build a minimum of 1,500 student homes, reverse demolition 
plans and support all squatting actions that lead to more housing for young people. We continue the 
2021 rent freeze until 2025, commit to permanent rental contracts, and stop rent liberalization. In 
addition, we are committed to affordable business housing for small businesses. In this way, we will 
achieve a collective, democratically managed housing stock together. 

 

4. We are radically going green.   
We take the car-free city as a starting point, dramatically expand public transportation and make it 
free. All transport in the city must be electric. We make 10,000 homes a year more sustainable. We 
invest heavily in retraining and extra training for working people: no 'green' redundancies without 
retraining and compensation. The coal plant will be closed, and nuclear energy is not a sustainable 
alternative. We take the energy supply into public hands and open it up to local collective initiatives. 
We give vacant land back to the residents as (temporary) allotments. We introduce an alderman for 
animal welfare and urban nature.  

 

5. Discrimination based on ethnicity, nationality, gender, sexual orientation, gender, religion, 
disability or age, homophobia and transphobia must be eliminated from the world, starting with 
Amsterdam.  
We fight racism, fascism and right-wing extremism, on the streets and in the council. We actively 
monitor wage discrimination, and discrimination in labor relations, and stop municipal cooperation 
with discriminatory employers. Lessons on sexuality, gender identity and abortion become mandatory. 
No person is illegal, everyone is welcome. We make Dutch language education free and accessible, 
and push for a general pardon for undocumented migrants. We introduce stop forms to counteract 
discrimination at the Police. We also advocate a government-funded healthcare system with free 
reproductive services, including all forms of contraception and safe, accessible abortions. 

 



6. We banish the profit motive from healthcare. 
As long as there is no national health care fund, we will set up a local health care fund that 
reimburses all care, without co-payment, at least for minima. We invest heavily in youth care, set up 
a public home care organization, and push for qualitative and accessible trans care. Welfare does not 
consist only of care, so community work is of enormous importance, and every neighborhood 
deserves its own community center. We invest in sports clubs and facilities in the neighborhood. We 
will set up care homes for dignified old age and establish more youth centers. We guarantee 'bed, 
bath, bread' for everyone, abolish the ban on begging and the regional tie.  

 

7. We are fighting segregation in education.  
We distribute students with a language or learning disadvantage equally among schools, and realize 
five public tutoring centers, which also have a social function as a youth center. We are committed to 
providing suitable facilities for every type of education and encourage multiple use of school 
buildings. School swimming becomes free and compulsory, and we introduce a free school lunch. 
The municipality values and involves participation councils of educational institutions in its decision-
making, and insists on full compensation for the loan system generation.   

 

8. We make culture accessible to everyone.  
We open subsidized music and art schools in the neighborhoods, and introduce free museum days. 
We advocate free closing times for the catering industry and a generous coffee shop policy. We 
facilitate permits for live music and subsidize small pop stages and rehearsal locations so that the 
offer is broadened and affordable. We start municipal workshops for artists and empty buildings in 
shopping areas and business parks become available as breeding grounds and exhibition space for 
(amateur) art.  

 

9. A safe city by prevention, not by police.  
We fight crime by investing in probation, youth work and social services. We stop preventive body 
searches and abolish "patser checks". We fight the deterioration of neighborhoods by tackling 
vacancy and use municipal powers for a wide range of stores. We advocate the regulation of 
cannabis cultivation to end the criminality surrounding cannabis cultivation and coffee shops. We 
guarantee the right to demonstrate, and want a commission that critically examines and assesses 
police action.  

 

10. We banish the arms industry from Amsterdam.  
We oppose the Amsterdam arms fair, and the municipality stops doing business with banks and 
investors that invest in the arms industry, and calls for a broader boycott of these organizations. 

 


